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Model structures of a smectic-A liquid crystal confined to a long cylindrical cavity enforcing homeotropic
surface anchoring are studied theoretically. The structures are obtained numerically through minimization of
the Landau–de Gennes type free energy. We limit our discussion to cylinders with submicrometer radia. Five
qualitatively different smectic-A configurations are proposed: the smectic-planar-radial, smectic-escaped-
radial, chevron, bookshelf, and hybrid structures. Our analysis suggests that in the strong anchoring regime the
smectic–escaped-radial structure is the most stable. For this structure relatively large temperature shifts of the
nematic–smectic-A phase transition are expected. In the weak anchoring regime the chevron and bookshelf
structures are found to be the most stable. We demonstrate that smectic elasticity can cause strong deviations
from the preferred surface anchoring direction.@S1063-651X~96!07507-1#

PACS number~s!: 61.30.Eb, 61.30.Jf, 61.30.Cz, 64.70.Md

I. INTRODUCTION

Liquid crystals ~LC! confined to curved geometries are
currently attracting a lot of attention because of their poten-
tial use in electro-optic devices. In addition they exhibit a
rich variety of physical phenomena that make them interest-
ing from the fundamental point of view.

Most of the studies were performed on the confined nem-
atic liquid crystals which are the simplest members of the LC
family. So the behavior of a nematic liquid crystal in regular
confining geometries~semi-infinite and finite slab geometry
@1,2#, spherical@3,4#, and cylindrical@5–7# cavities! is rela-
tively well understood. In the last few years several efforts
have been made to understand behavior of nematic liquid
crystals confined to cavities of irregular geometry@8# ~e.g.,
porous glass matrices!.

The next simplest LC phase is the smectic-A ~Sm-A!
phase@9#. In addition to the orientational ordering character-
istic of the nematic phase it possesses also one dimensional
positional order. In the simplest Sm-A phase molecules in
parallel arrays of layers tend to be aligned along the layer
normal. In confined samples the bulk Sm-A structure is de-
formed depending on the elastic properties, coupling to the
external field, surface shape~roughness and curvature!, sur-
face coupling~yielding different kinds of anchoring, and
wetting!, and nematic history~the smectic layers tend to
grow along the nematic director field!.

There have been relatively few studies of the Sm-A phase
constrained to curved geometry@10–15#. Most of them cov-
ered the Sm-A phase constrained to well defined cylindrical
cavities ~e.g., in glass capillaries@10,11#, Nuclepore mem-
branes@12,13#, and Anopore membranes@14#! or solid ma-
trices @15# with a random network of pores having locally
cylinderlike shape. Unfortunately in most of these studies
details of the structures of the confined Sm-A phase were not
known.

The theories of the bulk Sm-A phase are rather well es-
tablished@9,16#. They originate either from the molecular
mean field or phenomenological macroscopic Landau-type
description. The latter approach proved to be more adequate

for our purpose. Most of the macroscopic phenomenological
studies have been done in the framework of the harmonic
approximation@17#. There, molecules are locked along the
layer normal. For the description of the departures from this
approximation the Landau-Ginsburg model is usually used
@18–20#. This approach closely resembles@18,19# the theory
developed to describe the transition to the superconducting
phase in the metal.

In order to qualitatively explain recent experiments on the
Sm-A phase constrained by curved geometries we decided to
carry out a study of phenomenological description of Sm-A
structures confined to a cylindrical environment. The paper is
organized in the following way. Section II describes the free
energy contributions. In Sec. III possible nematic director
field structures are analyzed in the parent nematic phase. In
Sec. IV different Sm-A layer structures are superimposed on
these nematic profiles. The stability of structures is discussed
and summarized in the last section.

II. MODEL

To study different Sm-A structures confined to a long
cylinder we use the Landau–de Gennes approach@9,18#.
Structures are presented by the director fieldnW (rW), the nem-
atic uniaxial orientational order parameterS(rW), and the
smectic complex density wavec̃(rW)5h(rW)eif(rW). The posi-
tional order parameterh describes a degree of layer ordering.
The position of layers is defined by the phase factorf. We
express the bulk free energy densityf (rW) of our system as a
sum of local and nonlocal contributions of nematic
( f n

loc , f n
non) and smectic (f s

loc , f s
non) phase, and add a short

range surface contributionf surf:

f5 f n
loc1 f n

non1 f s
loc1 f s

non1 f surfd~rW2RW !. ~1!

We retain only the minimum number of necessary terms in
the free energy expansion and find the following well known
forms @18–21#:

f n
loc5A~T2T* !S22BS31CS4, ~1a!
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f n
non5

K11~divnW !2

2
1
K22~nW •curlnW !2

2
1
K33~nW 3curlnW !2

2

1L~gradS!2, ~1b!

f s
loc5a~T2TNA!uc̃u21

buc̃u4

2
, ~1c!

f s
non5Ciu~nW •grad2 iq0!c̃u21C'u~nW 3grad!c̃u2, ~1d!

f surf5W0gsurf~nW ,c̃ !. ~1e!

Positive quantitiesA,B,C,a,b are coefficients of the
Landau–de Gennes expansion. They depend on the material
properties of a liquid crystal and we assume that they are
temperature independent. The supercooling temperatureT*
describes the lower limit of the existence of the isotropic
phase. The first order isotropic-nematic phase transition
takes place at the temperatureT5TNI5T* (B2/4CA0
11).T* . The N–Sm-A phase transition is realized at
T5TNA . In the model we consider only the case where this
transition is continuous.

The elastic properties of the nematic phase are described
by elastic constantsK11 ~splay!, K22 ~twist!, K33 ~bend!, and
L where @21# Kii}S

21higher order terms~i i511,22,33!.
The smectic elasticity is controlled by the smectic bend~C'!
and compressibility~Ci! elastic constant@19#. As we are
looking for a qualitative picture this description of the sys-
tem is by no means complete. We have, e.g., not taken into
account the ‘‘surface’’ nematic elastic constants@22#
K24,K13. For a more complete description of the nematic
components see Refs.@6, 21#. The adequacy of the contribu-
tion to the free energy describing the smectic component is
discussed in detail@16# by Linhananta and Sullivan.

The surface contributionf surf @Eq. ~1e!# is modeled with
the d function with the strength of the surface couplingW0.
The dimensionless functiongsurf describes the details of the
coupling between the LC order parameters and the surface.
In our discussion only the nematic orientational anchoring is
taken into account. This term is conventionally expressed as
@1,23#

gsurf52
S

2
~nW •eWeasy!

2 . ~2!

Here the vectoreWeasydescribes the easy axis imposed by the
surface~i.e., for the homeotropic anchoringeWeasypoints along
the surface normal!.

In the following we simplify Eq.~1! and rewrite it into the
dimensionless form which is adequate for computational rea-
sons. We introduce ‘‘bare’’ nematic elastic constants
kii5Kii /S

2 ~i i511,22,33! and bulk order parameters
Sb5S(T5TNI)5B/(2C), hb(T50)5aTNA/b. HereSb de-
scribes degree of nematic ordering at theN-I transition and
hb estimates the saturated degree of translational ordering
deep in the Sm-A phase of the unconstrained LC. We sim-
plify the problem by adopting the following approximations:
~i! kii are temperature independent,~ii ! k115k225k335L[k,
and ~iii ! Ci5C' .

In order to expressf (rW) with the smallest set of experi-
mentally measurable quantities we introduce some tempera-
ture independent characteristic lengths@9,24#. These are the

smectic zero temperature coherence lengthjs
5ACi /(aTNA), the nematic zero temperature coherence
length jn5Ak/(ATNI), the nematic penetration lengthl
5ASb2k/(hb

2Ciq0
2), and the surface extrapolation length

de5kSb
2/W0 . Values of de typically extend from a nm

~strong anchoring! to amm regime~weak anchoring!. For a
typical LC material the quantitiesjs , jn , andl are compa-
rable to the length of LC molecules. They are related to
temperature dependent lengths describing characteristic
scales on which the system responds to various perturba-
tions. Within our phenomenological description in the tem-
perature regimeT,TNA one can approximately write@9,24#

js~T!'jsS TNA
TNA2TD 1/2,

jn~T!'jnS TNI
T*2TD 1/2,

l~T!'lS TNA
TNA2TD 1/2. ~3!

Thus for the second orderN–Sm-A transition js(T) and
l(T) diverge atT5TNA .

We further introduce dimensionless operators¹W [Rgrad,
¹W 3[Rcurl, ¹W •[Rdiv, and dimensionless cylindrical coor-
dinates~r,w,z!. Coordinatesr andz are measured in units of
the cylinder radiusR. Thus the cylinder wall is atr51. Unit
vectors along cylindrical coordinates are designated by
eW r ,eWw ,eW z . We define the scaled nematicq5S/Sb , and smec-
tic order parameter e5h/hb , scaled density wave
c5c̃/hb5eeif, dimensionless temperaturet5T/TNI , ratios
tA5TNA/TNI , t*

5T* /TNI , and dimensionless characteristic
inverse lengthsr q5q0R, As5R/js , An5R/jn , Al5R/l,
and Asurf5R/de measured in units ofR. On this reduced
temperature scale the bulkN-I transition takes place att51,
whereq jumps fromq50 to 1. The nematic supercooling
limit corresponds tot50. The introduced bulk order param-
eters Sb5S(T5TNI!, hb5h(T50) correspond toq(t
51)51 ande~t50!51, respectively. The dimensionless free
energy densityg can be expressed as

g5 f /~Cihb
2/R2!

5As
2gs

loc1gs
non1S r qAl

D 2FAn
2~gn

loc1gn
non!

1Asurf1gsurfdS rWR2eWeasyD G ~4!

where

gn
loc5~12t* !S t2t*

12t*
q222q31q4D , ~4a!

gn
non5q2S ~¹W •nW !2

2
1

~¹W 3nW !2

2 D 1~¹W q!2, ~4b!

gs
loc5

t2tA
tA

e21
e4

2
, ~4c!
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gs
non5e2~nW •¹W f2r q!

21~nW •¹W e!21e2~nW 3¹W f!2

1~nW 3¹W e!2, ~4d!

gsurf52
q

2
~nW •eWeasy!

2 . ~4e!

In the following we discuss various Sm-A structures that can
be realized within the cylinder whose surface enforces ho-
meotropic anchoring.

III. STRUCTURES—NEMATIC PHASE

Let us assume that the Sm-A phase is reached on cooling
from theN phase. The smectic layer pattern within the cyl-
inder is in this case strongly influenced by the nematic direc-
tor orientation at theN–Sm-A transition. Therefore we first
examine possible nematic structures and then superimpose
smectic layers on nematic director profiles. We do not cover
cases with smectic edge dislocations.

The stability of nematic structures in a cylindrical cavity
with homeotropic surface anchoring has been studied in de-
tail in Refs.@5, 6#. For the strong homeotropic anchoring the
escaped-radial~ER! structure@5# is the most common situa-
tion. The director field perpendicular to the surface at the
cylinder wall approaching the cylinder center gradually re-
orients until it points along the symmetry axis atr50. If the
surface anchoring strength is decreased,nW ~r51! can deviate
from theeW r direction, increasing itsz component. This hap-
pens in the regime@6# R/de,10. With decreasingR/de the
director field gradually transforms into the homogeneous
(H) structure in which the director field everywhere points
along the cylinder axis. ForK245K1350 this happens@5,6#
at R/de5(R/de)crit52.

In some cavities, instead of the ER structure, the escaped-
radial structure with point defects stabilized either by imper-
fections in the cylinder or by effects at the ends of the cavity
@5#. The domains with the escaped-radial pattern are sepa-
rated by planes where the director field is completely radial.
Along the symmetry axis of such planar director fields there
are alternatively radial and hyperbolic point defects@25#.

Approaching the Sm-A phase by decreasing the tempera-
ture, the smectic fluctuations yield an increase@9# of bend
and twist elastic nematic constants. For a continuous transi-
tion these constants diverge atTNA . As a consequence the
ER structure becomes less stable than the planar-radial~PR!
structure@5# with pure splay. In this structure the director
field points everywhere radially towards the line defect of
strength 1 along the cylinder axis.

IV. STRUCTURES—Sm-A PHASE

Based on the ‘‘nematic’’ history we propose five qualita-
tively different smectic structures which are allowed from
the topological point of view. According to their appearance
we name them~a! the smectic-planar-radial~SPR!, ~b! the
smectic-escaped-radial~SER!, ~c! the chevron~CHV!, ~d!
the bookshelf~BKS!, and ~e! the hybrid ~HBR! structure.
They are schematically presented in Figs. 1~a!–1~e!. The
SPR structure is superimposed on the planar-radial director
profile, SER, CHV, HBR on the escaped-radial field, and

BKS on the escaped-radial or homogeneous nematic pattern.
In the following we briefly summarize their main character-
istics for the~i! strong and~ii ! weak surface anchoring.

We first introduce adequate parametrization fornW (rW) and
f(rW) that are used in numerical calculations. The nematic
director field of all the structures is described by
nW 5eW rsinu1eW zcosu, u5u~r!. In the SPR structureu~r!5p/2,
everywhere. This parametrization excludes structures with
the twist nematic distortions. The phase factor of the SER
and SPR structures is parametrized asf(rW)5r qr. For the
chevron and bookshelf structures we use@20#
f(rW)5r qnz1u(r), where n is the variational parameter.
The BKS structure is established forn51. If n,1 the CHV
profile is realized instead, with layer normal along the vector
~sinuCHV ,0,cosuCHV!, wheren5cosuCHV . The quantityu~r!
describes displacement of smectic layers in thez direction.
In the harmonic approximation, wherenW is constrained along
the smectic normal, one can use@20# du/dr5nr q tanu. The
describe the hybrid structure we use parametrization
f(rW)5r qr for r.rc.0 and f(rW)5r qnz1u(r) for
r,rc,1.

Euler-Lagrange equations determining continuum fields
u~r!, f~r!, e~r!, andq~r! are obtained via minimization of
the free energy functional. Calculated spatial dependencies
of the director field and order parameters are shown in Figs.
2–4. The corresponding layer structures are schematically
presented in Figs. 1~a!–1~e!. All the structures are evaluated
for the case of smooth surface. The material parameters en-
tering Eqs.~4! are set to

As
2510 000, An

2~12t* !5100, tA51,
~5!

t*50.997, r q5100, Al5100.

The choice simulates a typical liquid crystal@9# ~5CB! in a
cavity of radiusR50.1 mm which has been used in most
recent experiments@12–14#.

A. Strong homeotropic anchoring

First we consider cases where the surface is smooth on
the scale of the smectic correlation length and enforces
strong homeotropic anchoring.

In the smectic planar-radial structure@Fig. 1~a!# the direc-
tor profile is radial and the Sm-A layers are stacked in theeW r
direction. Along the axis of the cylinder the liquid crystal has
a paranematic~weakly ordered nematic! core. The corre-
spondingq~r! and e~r! spatial dependencies are shown in
Fig. 2~a!. The defect in the director field atr50 enforces
q~0!50. But despite the singularity in the nematic compo-
nent the smectic part of the free energy density is not singu-
lar at the cylinder axis. Therefore within the model a finite
value ofe~0! is allowed although this region is isotropic. We
believe that this weak point of the model can be cured by
taking into account coupling between the smectic and the
nematic order parameter. The way in whichq and e are
coupled is still questionable. de Gennes and Prost@9# pro-
posed termqe2. According to molecular mean field theory
@16# developed by Linhananta and Sullivan this coupling is
more complicated. The straightforward possibility is to in-
clude higher order coupling terms@19# in the free energy,
e.g.,}u(nW 3¹W )2c̃u2. This term is proportional to second de-
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rivatives ofc that resist the bending of smectic layers, unlike
smectic terms given in Eq.~1d!. In accordance with this pic-
ture we calculated the corrected SPR profiles enforcing
e~0!50. In addition this is also the simplest way to remove
the compressibility problem arising in small cylinders if the
radius is not commensurate with the layer thickness@26#.

For the case of strong anchoring the escaped-radial direc-
tor profile cannot coexist with the Sm-A layering in the
whole cylinder because of the antagonistic boundary condi-
tionsnW (r50)5eW z andnW (r51)5eW r . In order to resolve this
problem without dislocations the Sm-A phase locally melts
either ~i! in the center,~ii ! at the surface of the cylinder, or
~iii ! somewhere in between. These scenarios correspond to
the ~i! SER,~ii ! CHV, BKS, and~iii ! HBR structure, respec-
tively. The spatial profile of structures based on the escaped-
radial director profile is shown in Figs. 2~b!–2~e! deep in the
Sm-A phase. The plotq~r! is not shown because local nem-
atic elastic distortions are not strong enough to cause sub-
stantial local depression of the orientational order parameter.

In the smectic escaped-radial structure@Figs. 1~b!, 2~b!#
the smectic layers are stacked in the radial direction. On
approachingr50 the director field tends to persist in theeW r
direction @u~r!'p/2# to minimize the Sm-A elastic free en-
ergy penalty. Near the symmetry axis of the cylinder it
gradually reorients along thez coordinate@u~1!50# in order
to avoid defect in the nematic component. Accompanying
strong bend deformation melts smectic layers in this region.

In the chevron structure@Figs. 1~c!, 2~c!# the smectic lay-
ers run along thez axis and adopt the chevron profile. The
nematic component exhibits relatively large bend distortions
at r50 and 1, which causes local smectic melting. Note that
the chevron profile shown is not minimized throughuCHV ,
which was enforced by settinguCHV5p/4Þu~1!5p/2. If
uCHV is treated as the variational parameter it tends to ap-
proach a value ofu~1!. Thus in the case of strong anchoring

uCHV5p/2 and the CHV structure is identical to the SER
profile.

In the bookshelf structure@Figs. 1~d!, 2~d!# the layer nor-
mal points along the cylinder axis. To achieve this the direc-
tor profile abruptly reorients from theeW r direction at the sur-
face along eW z on the distance given by the smectic
penetration length. This causes melting of Sm-A layers at the
surface and the appearance of a highly bent nematic layer.
Numerical calculations show that this structure is always
substantially more energetic than its ‘‘direct competitive’’
CHV structure.

In the hybrid structure@Fig. 4~e!# the smectic layers are
stacked in theeW r direction in the regionr>rc , whereu~r!
'p/2. At r5rc the ER director pattern exhibits large enough
bend distortion of the director field to cause melting of smec-
tic layers. In the regionr,rc the smectic order recovers and
layers run alongeW z . In order to minimize the smectic distor-
tion layers adopt a chevron structure. In Fig. 1~e! the case is
shown whereuCHV'p/3, rc'0.6. This choice reproduces the
deuterium NMR results obtained by Crawfordet al. @13#.
Note that this set of parameters does not correspond to the
configuration minimizing the free energy of our model. If
uCHV andrc are treated as variational parameters the pattern
tends to evolve into the SER structure. But we have to bear
in mind that in general confined liquid crystals often exhibit
hysteresis@5,6#. Structures obtained in cavities often do not
correspond to the global minimum of the free energy. They
are caught in metastable states reflecting the history of a
sample. As we could not find any other nematic director and
smectic profile which can even qualitatively reproduce ex-
perimental results given in Ref.@13# we believe that our
picture is at least qualitatively correct.

1. Stability of structures

We now analyze the stability of these structures. From the
discussion above it follows that in the strong anchoring case
either the SPR, SER, or HBR structure is possible. For the
given condition andt50.97 the corresponding scaled free
energiesGi5* 0

1gir dr ~i5SPR, SER, hbr! areGSPR'26.2,
GSER'2.7,GHBR'4.0, revealing stability of the SER struc-
ture. The situation does not change much for a different
choice of parameters deep in the Sm-A phase close to the
reference set given in Eq.~5!. Thus at least within this model
the stability of the SPR structure is very unlikely.

Further we have to discuss the effect of nematic bend and
twist elastic constants in the Sm-A phase. On approaching
the Sm-A phase from theN phase,K22 and K33 exhibit
anomalous increase because of Sm-A fluctuations. So-called
cybotatic@9# clusters with the Sm-A ordering form resisting
to bend and twist elastic deformations. In the Sm-A phase the
smectic elastic constants took over this role. For this reason
we chose for nematic elastic constants deep in the Sm-A
phase the same values as in the nematic phase far above
TNA . This is justified only if the Sm-A ordering is substantial
across the whole sample. The regions, where the Sm-A phase
is locally melted, correspond to an effective increase in the
temperature aboveTNA . Consequently we believe that in
these melted regions anomalously increased bend and twist
elastic constant should be taken into account. This would

FIG. 1. Schematic presentation of different Sm-A structures for
the case of strong homeotropic anchoring and smooth surface:~a!
SPR, ~b! SER, ~c! CHV, ~d! BKS, and ~e! HBR structure. The
smectic layers are drawn with the full line. The nematic director
field spatial variation is indicated at the bottom part of each struc-
ture. The dotted regions describe places where nematic~a! or smec-
tic ~a!–~e! ordering melts.
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result in narrower regions where nematic bend elastic defor-
mation is strong. See Fig. 3, which illustrates the case of the
SER structure. With increasingK33/K11 ratio the central
melted region decreases. Consequently the SER structure be-

comes more distorted in the nematic component approaching
the SPR profile. Thus the free energies of these structures
become comparable if smectic fluctuations in the melted re-
gion are taken into account.

FIG. 2. Scaled parameterssi versusr~se5e/eb , su5u/um , sq5q/qb! for different Sm-A structures for strong homeotropic anchoring.
The SPR structure~a! is plotted att50.97 and 0.99~corresponding toT5290 and 299 K forTNA'TNI5300 K!. The SER~b!, CHV ~c!,
BKS ~d!, and HBR~e! structures are calculated att50.97. Values of material parameters are equal to the reference set~5! with exception
As5r q5300 in ~e!. eb , qb are the bulk values of order parameters andum5u~1!5p/2.
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2. Temperature shift of phase transitions

In the SPR structure the elastic smectic distortions are
rather weak. Assuminge~r!5eb gs

non50 holds. Hereeb
stands for the bulk value minimizinggs

loc . Consequently we
do not expect a largeN–Sm-A transition temperature shift
DTNA5TNA2TNA(R).0 induced by the confinement.

In contrast the escaped radial nematic profile in the strong
anchoring regime relatively hardly accommodates the lay-
ered Sm-A structure. As a consequence the temperature shift
DTNA of the onset of the Sm-A phase with the SER, CHV,
BKS, or HBR smectic structure is expected to be relatively
large. To estimateDTNA we consider a simplified case where
~i! the ER profile is the same as in the nematic phase,~ii !
e5eb , and ~iii ! smectic layers run undistorted along thez
axis or radially. For these cases@5# u~r!52 tan21r holds.
Thus for the layers along thez axis gs

non52r q
2eb

2(12cosu)
and the transition temperature shift is

DTNA
TNA

5
4r q

2

As
2

p23

2
. ~6a!

Correspondingly for the layers along the radial direction
gs
non52r q

2eb
2(12sinu) with the transition temperature shift

DTNA
TNA

5
4r q

2

As
2 ~12 ln2!. ~6b!

The estimated temperature shifts are for conventional LC
extremely large~DT is comparable toTNA!.

This indicates that for strong anchoring the transition tem-
peratureTNA(R) of the Sm-A phase exhibiting the SER,
CHV, BKS, or HBR smectic pattern is in general substan-
tially shifted belowTNA , although in an actual situation the
temperature shift would certainly be reduced because the di-
rector profile can adjust itself to Sm-A layers departing from
the ‘‘conventional’’ ER director profile.

Numerical calculations support this expectation. We find
the smectic structures based on the escaped-radial nematic

profile only at relatively low temperatures. For smaller ratio
r q/As the temperature shiftDTNA is lower in qualitative ac-
cordance with Eqs.~6!.

B. Weak homeotropic anchoring

If the surface orientational anchoring is weak, substantial
deviations ofnW ~r51! from theeW r direction occur and the ER
director field is much less deformed than in previous cases.
The appearance of the chevron or bookshelf structures is
expected. The Sm-A phase can now coexist with the ER
profile in the whole cylinder, thuse~r!'eb . Consequently
also the transition temperature depressionDTNA is smaller.
Corresponding director profiles are shown in Figs. 4~a! and
4~b! for different values ofu~1!.

In the CHV structure we assume that the chevron profile
is induced by the tilted nematic director at the surface, i.e.,
uCHV5u~r51!. In this case the smectic elastic distortions are
present in the region close to the axis of the cylinder. In
contrast in the BKS structure both smectic and nematic dis-

FIG. 3. The SER structure for different ratios ofK33/K11: ~i!
K33/K1151, ~ii ! K33/K1153; ~iii ! K33/K1155. t50.97 and values of
other material constants are given in~5!.

FIG. 4. The CHV~a! and BKS ~b! structures in the weak an-
choring regime. Spatial dependencies of scaled parameterssi

~se5e/eb , su5u/um! are shown for the cases~i! u~1!50.1um , ~ii !
u~1!50.2um , ~iii ! u~1!50.3um , ~iv! u~1!50.4um , ~v! u~1!50.5um ;
um5p/2 andeb denotes the bulk value ofe. t50.97 and values of
other parameters are given in the reference set~5!.
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tortions are localized in a region close to the surface. From
Fig. 4 it is evident that in both structures the local melting is
pronounced ifu~1!.p/4. The CHV structure has substan-
tially lower smectic elastic penalties because the elastic de-
formations are constrained to relatively smaller volume. As a
consequenceGCHV,GBKS, which indicates that the BKS
structure can be stable only in a very weak anchoring regime
whereu~1!'0 and the BKS and CHV structure are practi-
cally indistinguishable.

One should remember that the presented structures~Fig.
4! were evaluated enforcing a fixed valueu~1! at the surface
with the implicit assumption that the resulting structures
mimic the cases of certain weak anchoring strengths. The
resulting dependenceu~r! is certainly not exactly equivalent
to that obtained from the complete minimization procedure,
where alsou~1! results from the minimization. Our approxi-
mation is justified by numerical results for the chv structure
which reveal that the difference between these two ap-
proaches for the same value ofu~1! are negligible.

1. Influence of the Sm-A elasticity on the surface angle

In the weak anchoring regime the surface angleu~1! is
influenced by the presence of the smectic phase. In theN
phase the balance between the nematic elastic forces and the
surface anchoring enforces@5# u~r51!5cos21@1/~Asurf21!#
for the ER director profile. This expression corresponds to
equal Frank elastic constants@9# andK2450. The value of
u~1! drops to zero atAsurf5Acrit[2 where a continuous tran-
sition @5,6# from the ER to theH nematic profile occurs.

In order to estimate the effect of the smectic ordering on
u~1! we assume that spatial variations ine andq are negli-
gible. To simplify calculations we sete5eb , q5qb51. In
this regimeu~r!!1, thus the nonlocal part ofgBKS including
surface contribution can be approximately expressed as

gBKS
non 1gsurf'eb

2r q
2 u4

2
1S r qAl

D 2H F12 S ]u

]r D 21 1

r S ]u

]r D
3S u2

2u3

3 D1
1

2r2 S u2
u4

3 D G1
Asurf

2

3S 12u21
u4

3 D d~r21!J . ~7!

We further assume thatu'u0r, whereu0 is a constant. This
approximation, which is foru~1!,1 in accordance with nu-
merical results, enables us to evaluateG~u0!5*0~gBKS

~non!

1gsurf!r dr. Minimization ofG~u0! with respect tou0 yields
an equation foru0. The amplitudeu0 is different from zero
only if Asurf.Acrit[2. Thus the threshold for the onset of the
escaped radial structure is the same as in theN phase. The
amplitude evolves with increasing anchoring strength as

u05u~1!'S 6~Asurf2Acrit!

4Asurf2512eb
2Al

2D 1/2. ~8!

If the cavity is large compared tol'a0, wherea0 describes
typical molecular size, thenAl5R/l@1. Consequently
u(1)'A3(Asurf2Acrit)/eb

2Al
2. From this estimate it follows

that the smectic component strongly influences the director
angle on the surfaceu~1!. Its evolution with the increasing
anchoring strength is much slower than in theN phase.

C. Tangential anchoring

Although we are discussing the homeotropic anchoring
situation it is worthwhile to mention that the CHV or the
BKS structure can also be realized in the case of tangential
anchoring. For the isotropic tangential anchoring and smooth
surface the Sm-A structure with lowest energy corresponds
to undistorted smectic layers running along thez direction
characteristic for the BKS structure. The CHV profile is es-
tablished if the surface enforces translational periodicity
which is larger than the layer period in the bulk Sm-A phase
@20#.

D. Rough surface

For rough surfaces it was proven@27# that the smectic and
in some cases also the nematic phase is ‘‘melted.’’ So one
can say that the surface is wetted by a nematic or isotropic
phase. Therefore in the case of rough surfaces the effective
anchoring strength is substantially reduced.

V. CONCLUSIONS

We analyzed possible Sm-A structures in a long cylinder
with homeotropic surface anchoring using the phenomeno-
logical Landau–de Gennes type description. Our attention
was focused to cylindrical cavities of submicrometer radius.
The approximation of equal smectic and nematic elastic con-
stants was used. In particular we studied the influence of the
orientational anchoring. The cases with dislocations in the
smectic layer structure were not treated. The main purpose of
our study is to clarify Sm-A structures in recent experimental
studies@11–14#. We believe that the approximations used in
our problem which grossly simplify the mathematics do not
cause qualitative deviations from the reality.

In the strong anchoring regime deep in the Sm-A phase
the smectic-escaped-radial structure is expected to occur
while the chevron or bookshelf structure are expected to
dominate in the weak anchoring regime. In these structures
smectic layers are superimposed on the escaped-radial or ho-
mogeneous nematic director profile. In the SER structure the
smectic layers are stacked radially from the surface. Strong
smectic elastic distortions are constrained to the interior of
the cylinder causing local melting of the layers. In the weak
anchoring regime the CHV or BKS structures are realized. In
both structures the layers are stacked along the cylinder axis.
In the CHV structure the layers adopt the chevron profile.
This profile is established if the value of the director angle on
the surfaceu~1! is larger than zero but smaller thanp/2. For
the smooth surface the smectic elastic distortions are con-
fined to the narrow region around the cylinder axis. In a very
weak anchoring regime, whereu~r51!'0, the undistorted
BKS structure is established. Note that these two structures
can also be realized for the case of tangential anchoring@20#:
e.g., the BKS structure in the case of a smooth surface and
the CHV structure if the surface imposes periodicity larger
thand052p/q0 .

It has to be stressed that the ‘‘weak anchoring regime’’ of
the nematic phase~usually characterized by a strong devia-
tion of the director orientation on the surface from the sur-
face enforced direction! can be substantially shifted towards
higher anchoring strengths in the smectic phase. We demon-
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strated on a simple case of the distorted BKS structure that
the presence of smectic layers in general strongly affects the
orientation of nematic molecules at the surface.

Our results are in qualitative accordance with recent ex-
perimental results. They can also be applied to the suprami-
crometer regime where a narrow smectic or nematic melted
region is often hard to observe experimentally. The SER
structure was observed in the 8CB LC confined to 0.2mm
diam cylindrical pores of Anopore membranes by Innac-
chione and Finotello@14# using a high resolution calorimet-
ric study. In the case where the surface was treated with the
lecithin they probably observed the CHV or BKS structure.
Because of surface irregularities these authors claim that in
the lecithin treated sample the surface is wetted with the
nematic phase. They observed that the structure with more
distorted nematic director field exhibits smaller temperature
shift DTNA in theN–Sm-A transition temperature in accor-
dance with our calculations. Our analyses indicate that very
distorted structure in the nematic director field does not in
general cause strong smectic elastic distortions. For example,
the smectic-planar-radial structure, which is highly energetic
in the nematic free energy contribution, exhibits negligible
smectic distortions concomitant with the negligibleN–Sm-A
transition shiftDTNA .

In the x-ray study@11# the CHV structure was observed in
the Sm-A phase of the 8CB LC confined in the glass capil-
laries of 25mm in diameter. The surface was treated with the
lecithin, which provides relatively weak homeotropic an-
choring. The results suggest a chevron structure, where
Sm-A layers are tilted for'1°. In the same confining matrix
but with different LC ~ZLI-3041 and CBC liquid crystal
which exhibit in addition to the Sm-A phase also a ferroelec-
tric Sm-C* phase! Mang, Sakamoto, and Kumar@11# ob-
served a planar nematic director field pattern corresponding

to the SPR structure. However, our study indicates that this
structure is very unlikely deep in the Sm-A phase because of
its energetically expensive nematic deformation. The SER
pattern seems to be advantageous. Possible reasons for the
stability of the SPR structure deep in the Sm-A phase are
pronounced smectic fluctuations in the melted central region
of the SER structure. In our approach smectic fluctuations in
melted regions reflect in an anomalously increased nematic
bend elastic constantK33. We showed that with increased
K33 the melted region progressively shrinks and the SER
director profile approaches the SPR one. Above some critical
value@6# of theK33 constant the escaped-radial director pro-
file can even transform to the radial one@6#. Yet another
possibility is that in such large cylinders the relative volume
of the melted region of the SER structure, where the director
field gradually reorients from the radial direction along the
cylinder axis, is negligible. This could cause the SER and
SPR structures to be experimentally indistinguishable.

The hybrid hbr structure was probably observed by Craw-
ford et al. @13#. They studied 8CB confined in cylindrical
capillarities of Nuclepore filters of radiusR'0.1 mm using
the deuterium NMR. The nontreated Nuclepore surface en-
forces relatively strong homeotropic anchoring. We could
reproduce the shape of their observed absorption spectrum
only with the HBR structure withrc'0.6 anduCHV'p/3.
But our numerical study suggests that the stability of such a
structure is questionable. Evidently a more detailed experi-
mental and theoretical analysis is needed for a quantitative
description of this structure.
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